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Taking Up Space
Directions for the activity:
Ask students to use their balloon or bag to
prove that air takes up space. After students
blow up their bags or balloons, observe and
discuss the different ways air occupies space.
(Ask students to explain how their bag or
balloon has changed.)

Gearing Up
Invite students to prove that air is taking up
space in and around us. Students may wave the
air to create wind or bring up the fact that they
can see their breath on a cold day.
Demonstration: Fill a fishtank about half full
with water. Ask the students to predict what will
happen if you put a tissue in the bottom of a cup,
turn the cup upside down, and push it straight
down into the fishtank. Have students record
their predictions on their investigation sheets.

In small groups, students will attempt to blow
up a balloon into the jar and fill up all of the
space with the jar. They will notice that it cannot
be done. Ask the students to propose an
explanation for why the balloon cannot
completely fill the jar. Guide students back to
the concept that since air occupies space, there
must still be air in the jar that is taking up space.

Tape a tissue to the inside bottom of a cup.
Turn the cup upside down. Make sure the cup is
straight and not tilted as you push it into the
water. Have students make observations.

Next, challenge students to use the straw to fill
the entire inside space of the jar with the
balloon. At this stage they will be exploring
how to get the remaining air out of the jar.

Slowly pull the cup out of the water. Have a
student feel the tissue to prove that it is dry.
Have students propose explanations for why
they believe the tissue is still dry. Guide
students to discover that air takes up space and
since there was already air in the cup, the water
could not occupy the space.

There are two ways this can be done. (1) Place
the straw along the inside of the jar and blow
up the balloon. The straw will release the air in
the jar that is occupying space. (2) Blow up the
balloon in the jar, insert the straw, and suck out
the remaining air.

Students should complete the first half of their
investigation sheets.

Process Skills Used
observing
predicting

inferring
communicating

Guided Discovery

Responding to Discovery

Background information for the teacher:
Air takes up space. Air takes the shape of its
container. Air fills the space of the container.

Have students complete page 5 by drawing
pictures of the balloon in the jar. Ask students to
propose other examples of air taking up space.

Materials needed for each small group:
balloons and plastic bags of different shapes
and sizes
large glass jar
plastic drinking straw for each student

Flight IFA20850

Real-World Applications
• blowing bubbles with bubblegum
• hot-air balloon
• basketball pumped with air
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Name___________________

Taking Up Space
• Make a prediction: What do you think will happen to the tissue in
the bottom of the cup that is pushed into the fishtank?
__________________________________________________________________
• Observation:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
• Propose an explanation:
(a possible explanation for what you observed)
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
• I have seen something like this before when _______________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
• In the boxes below, draw and label the jar and balloon discovery.

Show the balloon in the jar.

Show how you used the straw to
completely fill the jar with the balloon.

• My drawings prove the following concept about air: _______________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
©2007 Hawker Brownlow Education
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The Big Push
about what will happen when they release the
inflated balloons. On cue, have all students
release the balloons. Observe what happens.

Gearing Up
Fill a plastic cup 3/4 full of water. Place an index
card over the top of the cup so it is airtight. Ask
the students to make a prediction on page 7 of
what will happen if you flip the cup over and
let go of the index card.

Have the students retrieve their balloons and
repeat this 2–3 times, each time varying the
amount of air they blow into the balloons and
making observations as they let go of the
balloons.

Slowly turn the cup over while your hand is
still placed on top of the index card and then
slowly move your hand down and away from
the index card. (This can be done over a sink,
bowl or fishtank.)

Discuss the students’ observations and have
them propose explanations as to why the
balloons shoot across the room. Discuss the
concept of air pressure and how varying the
amount of air in the balloons affected the
pressure.

The water will not spill because the
index card has made a seal and the
air pressure that is pushing from
underneath the card holds it in place. Note:
after the card becomes saturated with water, the
card will drop off of the cup.

Small group activity: While holding a finger
over the hole in the bottom, fill the can with
water. Hold the can over the bowl, remove the
finger that is blocking the hole, and observe.
Then cover the hole again, fill the can
with water, and place the lid on the can.
Ask the students to make predictions
about whether the can will hold water.
Hold the can over the bowl, remove the
finger, and observe. (Water will flow
briefly, but will then stop flowing due to the
fact that the air pressure is greater outside the
can as it pushes up than it is inside the can.)
Ask students to use their prior knowledge from
the previous discoveries in this lesson to
propose an explanation as to why the water
stopped flowing.

Ask students to propose an explanation as to
why this occurred.

Process Skills Used
observing
predicting

inferring
communicating

Guided Discovery
Background information for the teacher:
One of the attributes of air is that it exerts
pressure.
Materials needed for each small group:
one balloon per student (Students should write
names on balloons.)
an aluminium can with a small nail hole
in the bottom
a plastic lid to fit the can
a bowl
water

Responding to Discovery
Discuss pressure. Ask the students to recall
times they felt pressure of any kind.

Real-World Applications
• air pressure and weather
• pressure in an aeroplane cabin

Directions for the activity:
Have all students blow up their balloons. Ask
the students to make predictions on page 7

Flight IFA20850
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The Big Push
Record your observations from the three discoveries.
Index Card Experiment Prediction:
Prediction: _____________________

Draw the results.

________________________________
Observations: __________________
________________________________
I discovered: ___________________
________________________________
Balloon Experiment Prediction:
Prediction: _____________________

Draw the results.

________________________________
Observations: __________________
________________________________
I discovered: ___________________
________________________________
Tin Can Experiment Prediction:
Prediction: _____________________

Draw the results.

________________________________
Observations: __________________
________________________________
I discovered: ___________________
________________________________
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The Rise and Fall of Air
Materials needed for each student:
20 cm x 20 cm piece of paper
compass or round object to trace
scissors
needle and thread

Gearing Up
Materials for demonstration:
metre ruler
two brown-paper lunch bags
string
masking tape
large candle
matches
Note: Since this involves fire, this must be a
teacher demonstration.

Directions for Discovery:
Have the students follow the directions on page
9 to make a spiral. They will suspend the paper
spiral over a warm lightbulb and record their
observations.

Suspend a metre ruler from the ceiling with
string in the centre so that it is balanced.

Responding to Discovery

Secure a 30 cm length of string with tape on
each end of the metre ruler.

Lead a discussion on hot-air balloons regarding
the connection between heating and cooling air.
Ask questions such as the following: How can a
hot-air balloon carry people? How does a hotair balloon take off and land? Have students
refer to previous discoveries for their evidence.
(Hot-air balloons use burners to heat air to
make the balloon rise. To land, the air is cooled
so the balloon will sink to the ground.)

On each string, attach bags open and upside
down. (Bags should be equally balanced.)
Light a candle and place it 15 to 30 cm under
one bag.
Caution: Watch the distance between flame
and bag so the bag does not catch fire.
Have students share their observations. (The
bag with the flame underneath it will rise.)

Applications and Extensions
Place a glass bottle with a balloon over its
opening in a saucepan of water that has already
been heating on a hot plate. Have students
make observations. As the temperature of the
water rises, the balloon will inflate. Remove
bottle from saucepan and observe balloon
deflating.

Remove the candle from beneath the bag and
have students share their observations. (The bag
will now sink.)
Have students propose an explanation for why
this occurred.

On a cold day, blow soap bubbles outside. The
air is warm inside the bubbles from the students’
breath so the bubbles will rise. When the air
inside the bubbles cools, the bubbles will sink.

Process Skills Used
observing
predicting

inferring
communicating

Guided Discovery
Background: When air gets warmer, it expands
and becomes less dense (lighter). When air cools,
it contracts and becomes more dense (heavier).
Flight IFA20850

Real-World Applications
• heating a house evenly
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The Rise and Fall of Air
Follow the directions to make a spiral. Then observe how it acts
around warm air.
• Draw a large circle on your paper.
• Next, draw around and around the
inside of the circle to form a spiral.
(Your lines should be approximately
2 cm apart.)
• With COLOURED pencils or crayons,
decorate your spiral. (Do not use
textas as they will cause it to curl up.)
• Cut it out along the spiral lines.
• Tie a knot in one end of the thread and
push the needle and thread through the
centre part of the spiral.
What do you think will happen to the spiral when you hang
it above a lamp? Record your prediction.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Hang your spiral above a lighted bulb and observe what happens.
Record your observations.
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Propose an explanation. A possible reason why what I observed
happened is _______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
I have seen something like this happen before when _________________
____________________________________________________________________
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